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Streamline the employee experience
for a global workforce
Increasingly companies are doing business across borders, for a multitude of
reasons. They need a global workforce and, with that, mobility, as they send a
growing number of employees abroad in a variety of roles. Yet the processes that
often accompany international assignments can be confusing and cumbersome
– from the preparation, to the support needed to address requirements while on
assignment, to the return and repatriation. Traditionally, global moblity functions
handled international assignments with individualized, “high-touch” treatment,
which was resource intensive for HR departments and time consuming for the
employees being relocated.
ConnectMe, our digital workplace product, helps organizations navigate the
complexities of global mobility, providing HR with instant and accurate visibility
into the process, and providing international assignees with essential tools for this
major work-life event, all via a smart, personalized, and on-demand portal.

Smart: Personalized content and
experiences tailored to what is
important to employees

ConnectMe features:

Mobile
enabled

Offers international assignees an easy-to-manage
check list, from the preparation for an international
assignment through to the return.

Access global
mobility anytime,
anywhere

Enables international assignees to chat and contact
the global mobility team from any channel, and with
any questions, about their new role.

Intuitive: As easy to use as today’s
favorite consumer apps
Enhanced
service delivery

ConnectMe™

Empowering: Simplifies HR
interactions and connects with
employees how and when they want

Robust case and knowledge management for HR
service delivery provides an improved experience
for HR and international assignees.
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Start the conversation
Contact connectme@deloitte.com and visit
www.deloitte.com/connectme for more information.
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